Comparative Religion 

Hinduism

Lecture 16


Hinduism and The World
•	Estimates in ______________were that 13 % of world’s population were Hindu. This needs not be taken to be absolute because there are many who would hold to its teachings and not claim to be Hindu. 
•	Vast majority 
of Hindus live in India
•	—some ______________ million and account for 82% of its population.
•	World wide: 780,547,000 and in USA: 910,000.
Hinduism
•	Is a religion whose history has moved from monotheism, henotheism, polytheism, and animism, with each stage retaining at least some presence in the following stage.
•	Hinduism means “the ______________of ______________” and was a label devised by westerners.
Hinduism
•	Is a religion that is native to______________, whose roots extend to the early Indus civilization about ______________ BC. Hindus do not point to a prophet who founded their religion, like Muslim, who would name Muhammad.  However, sacred writings are important in the devlopment of Hinduism.
Two Dominant Movements
•	Have characterized Hinduism throughout its development:
1) Symstems of Philosophy
•	 have explained the origins of the world and have interpreted the laws of life for social behavior and community relations.  
•	These philosophies have laid down the axioms of ______________based upon principles and exclusive of divine revelation.
2) Hinduism is immersed
•	In a system of beliefs, worship, prayer, and temples centering in gods and goddesses by the 1000’s.  ______________, ______________, and ______________ are relished as holy places and as centers of religious pilgrimmages where the worshipper meets the deity.
 Hinduism has become
•	Very inclusive. It offers contemplations and visions of truty, often arrived at through the practice of ______________ At the same time it offers its millions of followers a devotion of the heart to some god or goddess who will aid and liberate a soul in this life and from this life.
Hinduism as A Philosophy
•	As to explain life, a law to direct life, a high road to truth through contemplation and mystical experience, and a popular road of worship and devotion to a multitude of deities.  It offers something to everyone and may include components of other religions. 
•	To Hindusim, Christ or Muhhamad may be prophets and /or deities added to the Hindu stream of truth bearers or divine helpers.
The Hindu Religion
•	Has never been ______________ like Christianity or Islam.  Since the beginning of the______________ century Vedanta societies based on Hindu teachings and practices have been established in Western countries.  Where Hindus are prevelant in number, a Hindu temple serves the community.  
The Most Popular
•	Form of Hinduism is the Krishna Consciousness societies that operate in the US.  
•	The form of Hinduism follows the Bhagavad Gita scriptures in devotion to the god Krishna.  
Requirements to be Hindu
•	Are simple:
•	1. Regard the Vedas as divinely inspired and authoritative.
•	2. Accept the caste system (this is the most crucial of the three) and 
•	3. Respect the veneration of the various levels of deities and spirits, including the protection of cows.
Introduction
•	Hinduism can be traced back to around ______________ BC in modern India.
•	Polytheistic and ritualistic religion.
•	The rituals were simple in the beginning.
•	Heads of the household could perform the rituals. 
The Maturing Process of Hinduism
•	With the passing of centuries they became more complex. This led to the creation of a ______________and a training centers for priests.
•	The Vedas were written during this time to instruct the priests in what they were to do to perform the rituals.
The Result of the Vedas
•	Was that the priests became the sole means for the people to appease the gods.  
•	Their position as mediators between man and the gods, the priests gained a tremendous amount of power and control over the lives of the people.  
•	Finally around ______________ BC the people revolted
•	The Hinduism that emerged from the revolt stressed internal meditation over the external rituals.
Between 800 and 300 BC
•	Upanishads were written and are also called the Vedanta (the end or conclusion of the Vedas). 
•	The Upanishads is the equivalent of the Hindu New Testament. 
The Upanishads
•	Teach that behind the many ______________ stands one Reality, which is called the Brahman. 
•	Brahman is an impersonal, monistic (all in one) force. 
•	The hightest form of Brahman is called nirguna, meaning “without attributes or qualities”
After the Upanishads were Written
•	The Hindu concept of god continued to develop. It developed that God was to become ______________.  Nirguna Brahman became saguna Brahman, which is Brahman with attributes. This personified Brahman is also called Ishvara.
Hindu Tradition
•	Says that Ishvara became known to humanity through the Trimurti (or three manifestations) of Brahman. 
•	Those manifestations include Brahman (the Creator), Vishnu (the Preserver) and Siva (the Destroyer). Each of the three ______________has at least one devi, or divine spouse.
Ishvara
•	Became more personified through the 10 mythical incarnations of Vishnu, called avatars. 
•	The forms of these incarnations include that of ______________ (a fish, a tortoise, and a boar).  
•	It also included people (Rama, Krishna, Buddha).
Epics
•	Such as the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, which includes the popular Bhagavad-Gita, tell the stories about these myths.  
•	Beyond the principal deities of the Trimurti and the avatars, it is estimated that there are ______________ million other gods in Hinduism.
Besides Hindu’s Concepts of God
•	 Hinduism can be divided along lines of where the ______________ ______________is considered to be real or illusory (maya).  
•	The non-dualists (vishishtadvaita) affirm the reality of both Brahman and the universe in that universe is extended from the Being of the Brahman.
•	The dualists (dvaita) see Brahman and the universe as two distinct realities.
Hinduism
•	Has spawned three other______________that have become world religions:
•	Jainism, 
•	Buddhism
•	And Sikhism.
Brahman’s Development
No God, Many Gods, One God
•	Hinduism is one of the most inclusive religions. The sophisticated intellectual may find a home in philosophical atheism or agnosticism and remain a good Hindu.  
•	A Hindu man may divide his loyalties between ______________ gods and his ______________ gods. He may choose to have only one god. 
Hindu Beliefs
•	The Impersonal Nature of Brahman
Hindus believe the ultimate Reality, Brahman, is an impersonal being whose oneness is beyond all distinctions.
This includes all ______________ and ______________ distinctions. 
Since they consider Brahman to be an impersonal force of existence, the universe is seen as being continuous with and extended from the Being of Brahman.
2. The Brahman/Atman Unity
Most holders of Hinduism believe they are in their ______________ ______________ (atman) extended from and one with Brahman. Just as the air inside an open jar is identical to the air surrounding that jar, our essence is identical to that of the essence of Brahman. This is expressed through the phrase Tat  tvam asi, “That thou art.”
The Brahman philosophy 
Has been described as pantheism, a______________or ______________ being or principle which has a presence in everyone and everything.  Other Hindu philosophies have emphasized monism, the idea of unifying purpose or principle throughout the universe with no divine or personal characteristic.
3. The Law of Karma
•	Humanities major problem is that we are ignorant of our divine nature. We have forgotten we are extended from Brahman and have mistakenly attached to the desires of our separate selves, or egos, and thereby to the consequences of its actions.  Because ego is attached to its desires and individualistic existence, we have become subject to the law of Karma.  
The Law of Karma
•	Is the moral equivalent of the natural law of______________ and ______________. In essence, its says that we reap what we sow.  The effects of our actions, moreover, follow us not only in the present lifetime, but from lifetime to lifetime, which is why there is reincarnation.
4. Samsara
•	Or reincarnation. This refers to the revolving wheel of ______________, ______________ and ______________. We are reaping in this lifetime the consequences of the deeds we committed in previous lifetimes.  A persons karma determines the kind of body—whether human, animal or insect—into which he or she will be reincarnated in the next lifetime.
Moksha (Liberation)
•	The solution in Hinduism is to be liberated (moksha) from the wheel of life, death, and rebirth. Such liberation is attained through realizing that the concept of the individual self is an illusion and that only the undifferentiated oneness of Brahman is real.  With such a realization, one must strive to detach himself from the desires of the ego and attain enlightenment.
Early Hindu
•	Devotion involved sacrifice to several deities. These early gods were rulers over the sky, the air and the earth. They were nature gods but spoken of as human.  Varuna upheld the moral and physical law. Indra was the great warrior god and god of the storm. He was associated with the sacred drink, Soma. Agni, the god of fire, brought both light and warmth to his worshippers. Most of the early Hindu deities have disappeared and have been replaced by a triad of gods named, Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva.(saw earlier)
A Vital Hindu Understanding
•	Is that while important truths may be stored in books, they must be interpreted and handed down through inspired ______________Gurus are the resevoirs of the secrets of the universe, the gods, and life. 
•	The gurus have also taken titles of Swami and Maharjii. 
Three paths to Enlightment
•	Karma marga (the way of ______________ and ______________)
•	Jnan marga (way of ______________ and meditation) and
•	Bhakti marga (way of ______________)
The Way of Activity
•	This emphasizes offerings and sacrifices to gods, goddesses, and spirits in ceremonies both in temples and in homes.
•	Hindu deities dwell on earth and take their abodes in images and earthly forms.  The temple is the place of the deity. Often temples are built by wealthy to gain merit for themselves.  In the temple will be an image of thed deity.  Priests called Brahmin perform the variuos rituals of purification and worship in the temple. The priests awaken the deity daily, and offer food, flowers, and incense. They communicate with the deity by sacred chanting.
The Temple Worhship
•	The Hindu brings his ______________and ______________to the diety and leaves it with the priest to properly care for the deity.  They do not go to the temple for a sermon. There are no preachers, no pulpits, and no seats. They desire strength, economic success, healthy families, and the power to overcome bad omens.  The temple is a place of stored power which may be set loose through the deity Brahman. 
Through Good Works
The Hindu builds up enough merit to overcome all life’s obstacles. This work is called Kharma. They may do good works at home and a certain place in the home will be set aside for worship of the deity. The image of the deity is placed in a box. Each day the diety is awakened by a bell, bathed, fed, incensed, and communed with through readings and chants.This is the way to attain ______________The Way of  Knowledge
•	Is a second way for a Hindu to gain his freedom. It gives one ______________ and insight into the essence and meaning of all things.  This was first taught int eh Upanished sciptures.  Later it was detailed in the Laws of Many. The chief belief is that a single essence, the world soul, is the basis for all things. The world soul is beyond conceptualization. However, it can be experienced through a mystical relationship. This is facilitated by Yoga. The moment of oneness is the moment of freedom or salvation.
•	Four stages of ______________Include:
•	1) the student
•	2) householder
•	3) forest dweller
•	4) ascetic
The Student Stage
The youth studies the Veda scriptures, including the Upanished tradition. The Guru teaches the youth the truths of Hinduism and the passages of ______________ to ______________the ______________The Householder Stage
•	Is the second stage. It is the duty of the man to ______________ a woman, ______________ a ______________, provide for all the sustenance of the family as well as the needy.
The Forest Dweller
•	Is not a duty but a choice if the Hindu desires to continue in the ______________ He charges his sons to care for his wife, gives his property to his family, performs the fire sacrifice for the final time, and leaves home for the forests. He finds a Guru for his spiritual guide, becomes his disciple and takes up the ascetic and meditative style of life, far away from family, friends, and worldly distractions. 
4. The Ascetic Stage
•	Is the time when the Hindu has learned the knowledge and the meditative techniques from the Guru and is ready to practice the art of Yoga on his own. Some of the ascetic practices are self-mortification. He may lay on beds of thorns. He may stare into the blazing sun until his sight disappears. He may stand on one foot for many hours. ______________ is the way to put the body in its place so one can develop the concentation of the mind.
Yoga
•	Is the discipline in the way of knowledge that leads one to have the ultimate experience of______________ and the end of the transmigration cycle. However, certain virtues have to be present and part of one’s character and behavior before one can achieve this final meditative stage. Truthfulness, honesty, harmlessness, purity, and continence are among the virtues.
The Way of Devotion
•	This way offers the Hindu a deity who is personal and who gives ______________ and______________ to overcome bad Karma.  The Hindu relies on the deity through faith and devotion.  The way of works is available to everyone. Yet, the Hindu never has any certainty that he will break through or transmigrate.  The second way of knowledge is quite demading and rather exclusive. Its price is too costly for most Hindus.
The Way of Devotion
•	Is appealing to millions of Hindus.  The ______________ that they expect to receive mercy and grace are Vishnu and Shiva (Siva).  Vushnu is the god of incarnations. Rama and Krishna are incarnations of Vishnu. 
The Caste System
•	The three classic ways of liberation and freedom are projected in a Hindu society built upon a ______________society.  The Hindu caste system has five categories of people whose duties are set according to social status.  
The Caste System 
The Sacred Cow
•	The ______________ in India serves many functions.  Cow dung makes an enormous contribution to the energy system in India as it serves as cooking fuel and fertilizers.  Among the poor on the streets of India, cow dung is plentiful and available on any street.  Artificial fertilizer is expensive and rare. 
The Farmer and Cow
•	The farmer uses his ______________ to help with his farm work. It provides his family with ______________ as a protein. Gandhi said of the preservation of the cow: “Why the cow was selected is obvious to me. The cow was in India the best companion. She was the giver of plenty. Not only did she give milk, but she also made agriculture possible. 

In Contrast
•	The way of Enlightment is from man to God and is based on one’s own effort.
The Upanishads
•	Says that goal of enlightment is for the individual self to lose its separate identity in the universal self.
The Hindu Scriptures
•	The earliest of the Hindu scriptures are the Veda. This means “______________” and it has the same root as the English “______________” and the Greek “oida” to know.
Four Vedas
•	The Rig Veda, the Sama Veda, the Yajur Veda, and the Atharva Veda.
Each Veda
•	Is divided into four parts:
•	Mantras (basic verses or hymns sung during the rituals, also called Samhitas),
•	The Brahmanas (explanations of the verses)
•	The Aran-yakas (reflections on their meaning)
•	The Upanishads (mystical interpretations of the verses)
The Shruti
•	Are the title for these scriptures and means “that which is heard”. Shruti literature is the Hindu equivalent to scripture that is revealed.”
Secondary Scriptures
•	These are considered smriti or “______________”. Included in the smriti scriptures are the popular Ramayana (Rama’s way) and Mahabharata (the great story) epics. 
Within the Mahabharata Epic
•	Is one of Hindu’s most popular of all Hindu scriptures—the Bhagavad-Gita, the main character is Krishna. While the Smriti scriptures are not as authoritative as the shruti scriptures, they have nevertheless exerted much more influence on the culture of India because of their ______________.
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